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The Volatility continues! Russia has launched an invasion of Ukraine and western governments
are rolling out their initial responses and sanctions. We share our perspective and the approach
we are taking in portfolios:

Russia is economically isolated from the United States, especially since sanctions were
implemented in 2014. We don’t believe there is an increased risk to US equities through this
crisis. Additionally, the Fed has recently been pressured to raise interest rates quickly in response
to inflation. Given an increase in geopolitical risk, they may approach this policy more cautiously.
Historically, the S&P 500 reacts well to geopolitical crisis with the median one-year return after the
event at 14.7%, as seen below:
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There are several, more directly impacted areas to consider:
o   European equities are likely to be more impacted based on their reliance on Russian oil and
natural gas.



o   China is allying with Russia and may also use this as an opportunity to invade Taiwan. Both
actions increase the risk of delisting of Chinese companies in the United States.
o   Commodities are likely to be impacted more than any other area:
o   We believe oil and natural gas prices are likely to increase.
o   Russia and Ukraine have a large portion of wheat and grain exports internationally. These
areas are likely to see a rise in prices. Foods and beverages that use these products are also
likely to see an impact in input costs.
o   Russia is a large exporter or palladium/catalytic converters. This could impact the auto supply
chain.
o   Russia is one of the largest exporters of fertilizer. We expect more demand for this input as
well as for production from non-Russian suppliers.
 
This is not the time to panic and sell out of portfolios. We advise clients to maintain their long-term
asset allocations and believe current market conditions offer a great opportunity to buy the dip in
long term portfolios. 

 
As always, please reach out to your financial advisor with questions or concerns.
 
Thanks,
The Seventy2 Capital Team
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